
Magnets making 
playtime fun for both 
parent and child.
Kids love magnets. Give them a set of fun magnetic pieces made 
from magnetic sheets. Use them to create pictures for 
a one-of-a-kind interior decoration.

projects

Toy Magnet 
Sheet



When making pieces using built-in patterns 
like the boat and airplane that are composed 
of separate parts, the Unify editing function is 
handy for joining them together.

Toy Magnet Sheet

Material
Dimensions (when finished): Frame – 13.19" x 17.13"

Magnetic sheet material (0.02" thick)
Cut sheet material: 16 kinds

Sun (red, yellow): 2.36" x 2.36"
Large cloud (white): 1.06" x 1.57"
Small cloud (white): 0.80" x 1.18"
Tree (light green, tan): 2.48" x 2.03"
Cat (gray, red): 1.43" x 1.75"
Dog (white, red, gray): 1.17" x 1.57"
Elephant (pink, gray, blue): 2.16" x 1.60"
Giraffe (saffron, tan): 2.56" x 1.23"
Bird (orange, red): 0.74" x 1.18"
Rooster (white, red, tan): 1.51" x 1.38"
Duck (white, gray, saffron): 1.28" x 1.34"
Large fish (blue, orange): 1.03" x 1.38"
Small fish (yellow): 0.74" x 0.98"

Tortoise (light green, green): 1.04" x 1.57"
Dinosaur (light green, dark green): 1.98" x 3.15"
House (saffron, orange, tan): 1.34" x 1.57"
House (pink, dark pink): 1.59" x 1.28"
Car (blue, dark green, black): 1.26" x 2.76"
Bus (turquoise, yellow, black): 1.20" x 3.54"
Airplane (turquoise): 1.81" x 2.76"
Balloon (red, aquamarine): 2.19" x 1.77"
Sailboat (saffron, yellow, red, aquamarine): 1.99" x 1.99"
Ship (aquamarine, white, red): 1.50" x 2.36"
Soccer ball (black, white): 0.98" x 0.98"
Musical note (turquoise): 1.07" x 0.73"
Musical note (dark green, light green): 1.23" x 0.88"

Create the base.
Prepare a picture drawn by you on your child to 
use as the background board. Thicker kinds of 
paper can make magnets hard to attach, so use 
copy paper or other similar thin paper.

Place a metal panel under the background picture, 
then insert the panel and picture in a frame.
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Make the magnetic pieces.
Select the built-in pattern of the sun.
Built-in Pattern: AR-A005  

Cut the pieces.
Replace the blade on the machine with the deep 
cutt ing blade specif ical ly designed for thick 
material, then attach the red cut sheet part of the 
piece (part A) to the magnetic sheet and cut it.
Built-in Pattern: AR-A005_A  
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Attach the yellow cut sheet part of the piece (part B) 
and cut it.
Built-in Pattern: AR-A005_B  

Cut and fashion the other pieces in the same way.
Built-in Patterns: AR-A006 (L, S)
                        AR-A029 
                        AR-C002
                        AR-C003
                        AR-C004
                        AR-C005
                        AR-C006
                        AR-C007
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Tip

AR-C008
AR-C011 (L, S)
AR-C018
AR-C025
AR-E002
AR-E003
AR-G001
AR-G002

AR-G004
AR-G006
AR-G009
AR-G010
AR-H009
AR-H022
AR-H023


